CEBS QIS reporting instructions
24 February 2010

Instructions for the comprehensive quantitative impact
study - EU specific annex
The Committee of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS) is conducting a quantitative
impact study (QIS) in parallel and in cooperation with the exercise performed by the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS).
In addition to the BCBS exercise the CEBS QIS scope also includes:

1. Additional information on liquidity.
2. Additional information on provisioning. A separate work sheet “TTC provisioning” is
annexed to the Basel QIS package in order to allow for analyses of policy proposals
which are scheduled to be published for consultation by the EU Commission within
the next weeks.
3. Additional information on exposures secured by real estate. A separate work sheet is
annexed to the Basel QIS package in order to facilitate the Commission services'
considerations in finalising their proposal regarding harmonising the preferential
treatment of exposures secured by real estate property.

The instructions included in this document are to be read in combination with the BCBS
instructions “Instructions for the comprehensive quantitative impact study” as published by
the BCBS on 17 February.

References are made to the relevant sections in the BCBS instructions for the additional
information on liquidity.
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Worksheet “Liquidity”
Part F of the work sheet on liquidity is added to the Basel QIS package in order to support
analysis which is planned to be performed by CEBS.
3.4.6

Row

Memo items on other assets, EU only (panel F)

Heading

Description

Bonds issued by financial institutions
272

rated AA or better

Unencumbered balances of bonds issued by financial institutions
having a credit assessment by a recognised ECAI of at least AA.

273

rated A- up to AA-

Unencumbered balances of bonds issued by financial institutions
having a credit assessment by a recognised ECAI of at least A- up
to AA-.

274

rated below A-

Unencumbered balances of bonds issued by financial institutions
having a credit assessment by a recognised ECAI below A-.

275

Other assets not
included in the
previous categories
but central bank
eligible.

Unencumbered balances of other assets not included in the
previous categories but eligible as collateral to the central bank(s)
for central bank(s) operations to which the institution is able to
participate.

276

Equities not issued by
financial institutions or
by the respective firm
itself, with low credit
risk (AA or better)

Unencumbered balances of equities not issued by financial
institutions or by the respective firm itself, the issuer of the equity
having a credit assessment by a recognised ECAI of at least AA
and listed on a recognized exchange and traded in large, deep
and active markets.

277

Money market funds
with credit risk better
than AA

Money market funds having a credit assessment by a recognised
ECAI above AA.

278

Of which: money
market funds with AAA
rating

Money market funds having a credit assessment by a recognised
ECAI of AAA.

279

Of which: money
market funds,
composed of
governments bonds
only, with AAA rating

Money market funds with AAA rating composed of governments
bonds only.

280

Is the respective legal
entity a subsidiary
located in EU?

Please indicate whether the respective legal entity is a subsidiary
located within or outside the EU.
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Worksheet “Real Estate (EU only)”

The European Commission is in the process of reviewing the prudential treatment of
mortgage lending in the Capital Requirements Directive. In July 2009, the Commission
services issued a public consultation1 suggesting specific amendments harmonising the
preferential treatment of exposures secured by real estate property. Following the public
feedback, the Commission services recognised that a further analysis was needed before the
adoption of the proposal. Against this background, CEBS has been requested by the
European Commission to collect data on the commercial and residential mortgage exposures
that would facilitate the Commission services' considerations in finalising their proposal.
The worksheet "Real Estate (EU only)" has been introduced to collect data on the
commercial and residential mortgage exposures (as defined in the CRD) by grouping these
exposures into the relevant Loan-to-Value (LTV) buckets for years 2008 and 2009. The
information is collected in separate sections for exposures risk weighted under the
Standardised approach (section A) and under the IRB approach (Section B).
Exposures should be separated according to their LTV in a given year. For example, the
same loan may be assigned to different LTV buckets in 2008 and 2009.
LTV is defined as a percentage of gross exposures (i.e. not deducting specific and general
provisions) to market value. If mortgage lending value is used instead of the market value,
this needs to be indicated in the worksheet in cell C59.
Banks shall include only information on those exposures that are collateralized by real estate
situated within their home Member State.
Data with regard to commercial real estate exposures shall be provided in rows 7-9, 20-22,
35-37, 48-50 whereas data on residential real estate exposures shall be provided in rows 1315, 26-28, 41-43, 54-56. Please note that total exposures are requested on a stock basis.
Defaulted exposures (rows 9, 15, 22, 28, 37, 43, 50, 56): should contain data requested on
those commercial or residential real estate exposures within a given LTV bucket that
defaulted (as defined in the CRD) in the year. Please note that all figures in rows related to
defaulted exposures must be reported on a flow basis whereas rows related to total
and non-defaulted exposures must be reported on a stock basis.
Non-defaulted exposures (rows 8, 14, 21, 27, 36, 42, 49, 55): should contain data requested
on those commercial or residential real estate exposures within a given LTV bucket that are
not classified as defaulted in the given year. Please note that, contrary to defaulted
exposures, non-defaulted data are requested on a stock basis.
1

http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/consultations/docs/2009/capital_requirements_directive/CRD_consultation_
document_en.pdf
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Figures in the “exposure” row will usually be greater than the sum of “defaulted exposures”
and “non-defaulted exposures” rows (the difference being exposures classified as defaulted
that did not default in the reference year).
Exposure (columns C, I, O, U, AA, AG (for residential real estate exposures only), AM): gross
outstanding balance of mortgages at the beginning of the year.
Realized loss (columns D, J, P, V, AB, AH (for residential real estate exposures only), AN):
realized loss or loss estimation for exposures within a LTV bucket that defaulted in the given
year. Please note that only data for defaulted exposures shall be included (disregard the
fact that figures are requested in rows related to total commercial or residential real estate
exposures!). Both incurred (realized) losses and potential (estimated) losses that may arise
for exposures that defaulted in the given year must be reported.
Cumulative loan provision/allowances (columns E, K, Q, W, AC, AI (for residential real estate
exposures only), AO): total applicable cumulative provisions/allowances at the end of the
year. Please note that flow figures are requested for defaulted exposures.
PD (columns F, L, R, X, AD, AJ (for residential real estate exposures only), AP): estimated
average PD used for the calculation of regulatory capital. To be filled out only for nondefaulted exposures risk weighted under the IRB approach. Calculated as exposureweighted average.
LGD (columns G, M, S, Y, AE, AK (for residential real estate exposures only), AQ): estimated
average LGD used for the calculation of regulatory capital (i.e. downturn LGD). To be filled
out only for exposures risk weighted under the IRB approach. Calculated as exposureweighted average.
RWA (columns H, N, T, Z, AF, AL (for residential real estate exposures only), AR): respective
risk-weighted assets
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Worksheet “TTC provisioning (EU only)”

The worksheet “TTC credit loss provisioning” deals with the possible new CRD provisions
that are expected to be included in the Commission’s consultation document.
The Commission services are exploring ways of ensuring that credit institutions make timely
and adequate provisions for all credit risks they are exposed to in a counter-cyclical way. To
that extent the Commission services set up a technical group of Member State experts on
credit loss provisioning in December 2009.
The working group is, inter alia, assessing systems for through-the-cycle provisioning that
have been developed in the context of the current incurred loss event approach under IAS 39
in particular to better capture the inherent losses on non defaulted loans. The Commission
services see merit in using data available under banks' Internal Rating Based approaches to
credit risk (IRB) for accounting purposes.
The simplest way of determining the increase or decrease of “already existing” but "not-yetmanifested" credit losses in a performing loan portfolio is to compare annually the IRB
expected loss amounts (EL: on the stock of performing loans) at the beginning of the year
with the subsequent annual flow of losses actually materialised during the year (= Net
Specific Provisions for non performing loans).
Typically during an upswing the flow of Net Specific Provisions for non-performing loans
(NSP) recognised in the year is lower than the IRB Expected Losses (for performing loans)
at the beginning of the year, the difference increases the cumulative stock of “already
existing” but "not-yet-manifested" credit losses of the performing loan portfolio. The
cumulative stock of general provisions (for performing loans) will increase by that amount.
During a downturn the stock of general loans would decrease by the amount that the Net
Specific Provisions for non performing loans (NSP) in the year is higher than the IRB
Expected Losses of the performing loan portfolio at the beginning of the year.

Panel A
Data on panel A refer to aggregated credit loss data for financial reporting at the balance
sheet date. Information is requested for on balance sheet exposures only and includes all
credit risk exposures for the entity irrespective of their capital treatment (loan/loss data as
presented in the published financial statements).
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Panel B
Data refer to provisions and expected loss data of IRB portfolios according to Basel II/CRD.
Information is requested for on balance sheet exposures only (please disregard the mistake
in the template). Banks should provide data related to exposures subject to IRB approach for
regulatory purposes, excluding those subject to partial use at each reference date.
Moreover, banks must sum the EL amount for corporate (including SL exposures subject to
slotting criteria), sovereign, bank, and retail exposures (excluding hedged exposures under
the double default treatment) and excluding the EL amount associated with equity exposures
under the PD/LGD and simple weight risk approach and securitisation exposures). The
amount of general and specific provisions should be related to the same asset classes.

Row

Heading

Description

TTC provisioning
7

Increase in provisions
for performing loans
(general provisions)

Annual gross increase in provisions for performing loans (general
provisions). Further instructions on general provisions see row 18
below.

8

Reduction / use of
provisions for
performing loans
(general provisions)

Annual gross reduction/use of provisions for performing loans
(general provisions). Further instructions on general provisions
see row 18 below.

9

Net change in
provisions for
performing loans
(general provisions)

This row is calculated automatically and does not require data
input. Net inflows should be shown as positive figures and net
outflows should be shown with negative sign (-).

10

Increase in provisions
for non-performing
loans (specific
provisions)

Annual gross increase in provisions for non-performing loans
(specific provisions). Further instructions on specific provisions
see row 20 below.

11

Reduction / use of
provisions for nonperforming loans
(specific provisions)

Annual gross reduction/use of provisions for non-performing loans
(specific provisions). Further instructions on specific provisions
see row 20 below.

12

Net change in
provisions for nonperforming loans
(specific provisions)

This row is calculated automatically and does not require data
input. Net inflows should be shown as positive figures and net
outflows should be shown with negative sign (-).

17

Performing loans

Carrying amount (gross book value including accrued
interests/commissions) of performing loans at the balance sheet
date. See row 19 for further information on the distinction between
performing and non-performing loans.
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Row
18

Heading
Provisions for
performing loans
(general provisions)

Description
Cumulative provisions/allowances for performing loans at the
balance sheet date (general provisions) refer to IAS 39.59, 64, AG
84-92 [IFRS issue 1 Jan 2009] as inlcuded in the FINREP tables 7
and 9 [FINREP issued on 15 Dec 2009] "collective allowance for
incurred but not yet reported losses".
In case IFRSs were not applied (e.g. for the years before IFRS
adoption) general provisions in accordance with the EU
accounting directives should be used.
In accordance with EU accounting rules, the Fund for General
Banking Risks (art 38 Directive 86/635/EEC) and value
adjustments (art 37(2) Directive 86/635/EEC) are part of
regulatory capital and should not be included under provisions.

19

Non-performing loans

Carrying amount (gross book value including accrued
interests/commissions) of non-performing loans at the balance
sheet date include impaired assets with reference to IAS 39.58-70
and assets that qualify as past due (i.e. when the counterparty
has failed to make a payment when contractually due) with
reference to IFRS 7.37 (a), IG 26 – 28 [IFRS issue 1 Jan 2009].
FINREP table 7 [issued on 15 Dec 2009] illustrates the above
mentioned references.

20

Provisions for nonperforming loans
(specific provisions)

Cumulative provisions/allowances for non-performing loans at the
balance sheet date (specific provisions) refer to IAS 39.63-70, AG
84-92; IFRS 7.37 (b) [IFRS issue 1 Jan 2009] as included in the
(new) FINREP tables 7 and 9 "specific allowances for individually
assessed financial assets“ and with reference to IAS 39.59, 64
„specific allowances for collectively assessed financial assets“.
In case IFRSs were not applied (e.g. for the years before IFRS
adoption) specific provisions in accordance with the EU
accounting directives should be used.

28

Expected loss for
defaulted exposures

Annual expected credit losses for defaulted exposures (EL = LGD
x EAD) [PD = 1]. Institutions under AIRB approach should refer to
expected losses on best estimate basis, while banks on the
foundation approach must use the supervisory LGD.

29

Specific provisions for
exposures treated
under the IRB
approach

Annual net provisions for defaulted exposures treated under the
IRB approach. Note that flow figures based on accounting
provisions are requested.

30

Expected loss for nondefaulted exposures

Annual expected credit losses for non-defaulted exposures (EL =
PD x LGD x EAD)

31

General provisions for
exposures treated
under the IRB
approach

Annual net provisions for non-defaulted exposures treated under
the IRB approach. Note that flow figures based on accounting
provisions are requested.
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